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1994 Growth exceeds forecasts
Our eighth analysis of the financial performance of the
leading 1,250 companies in the UK software and
computing services market in 1994 is now complete and
the 1700 page 1995 Holway Report is available.
The findings show that the UK SCSI market grew
marginally faster (+14%) than we had forecast and
improved on the 11%
growth experienced in
1993. This is a
remarkable recovery
from the standstill (in
real terms) experienced
in 1990/91/92

The Top Ten suppliers to
the UK market grew
their UK revenues by
even an even larger
24% and now represent
a third of total UK SCSI
revenues. A case of the
big getting
bigger...and bigger]
ICL managed to retain

its #1 ranking. But for
how much longer? The
gap is closing fast. For
a more detailed
analysis, see p 2 & p 12
for our ☜awards'.
The single major reason
for this high growth was
the switch from in♥house
user spend to
outsourcing. Indeed, the

combined AM/FM
markets grew by anunprecedented 37% in 1994 and the
Top Twenty AM/FM suppliers grew their revenues by 40%.
But, for the first time. the non-UK revenues of the

companies in our database grew even faster than their
UK revenues. Non-UK revenues increased by 20% (to
22.1 billion) with EC revenues up 16%,But revenues with
the rest of the world were up27%. Welcome growth in
the overseas activities of companies such as Logica, JBA,
Sage etc. was the cause.
The UK had by far the highest growth rate of any major
SCSI market in Europe in 1994. We estimate that the UK
market will grow by 12.8% p.a. thru to 1998 when it will
OVertake France to become second only to Germany in
the SCSI market rankings in Europe. But theUK still does
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not own any company in the Top Twenty SCSI suppliers

to Europe. The largest UK-owned company is Misys/ACT.

Even in the domestic market, the UK owns only two of
the Top Ten suppliers. This was at least better than the

single entry in 1993! Indeed currently there seems to be

some hope that the gradual improvement will continue.
Profits grew by an even
higher 32% (down
marginally on the 34%
growth in 1993). But yet
again quoted companies
performed less well than
private companies or UK
subsidiaries of larger
organisations. Indeed
the worst performance
reversals and losses
were recorded by
companies quoted on
the Stock Exchange.
This has resulted in the
"poor market sentiment
towards the sector☝
referred to by CMG
when they decided not

to proceed with their
float.
Profits at non-quoted
SCSI companies
increased by 44%. An
unprecedented 64% of
all the companies in our
database improved their
financial performance in
1994 and the lowest

proportion on record - 15% - reported losses. But an
alarming 29% of all the companies in Our database failed
the liquidity test - i.e. their current liabilities exceed their
current assets. The list included Enterprise - which
appointed the receivers this month.
Staff numbers increased by amassive 10% - again fuelled
by outsourcing. After several years of staff declines, the
numbers employed now stand at record levels. Staff costs
per employee grew by just 2.7% - about the rate of inflation,
whereas the average highest paid director received 14.3%
more! We also identified a significant increase in the
number of directors earning over £200,000 pa and in
the number of SCSI millionaires.
Not such a bad time, after all, to be involved in the sector!
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The Leading Suppliers of Software and Computing

Services to the UK Market in 1994
We probably generate more interest - and controversy -

from our annual rankings of the suppliers of software and

computing services to the UK market, ranked by 1994

revenue and including all SCSI suppliers with UK revenues

exceeding £100m, as anything else we do. But we would

stress that the figures quoted have been agreed -

officially or unofficially - with every one of the

companies featured.

It must bepointed out that we have excluded non SCSI

revenues as far as we can. In particular we have excluded

hardware revenues

(this is why
Computacenter,

P&P, Specialist etc.)

do not feature on this

list, as yet. We have

also reappraised
Cray (which had
featured in these lists

in previous years)

and have excluded

their data comms

revenues. As the

combined SCSI

revenues of Cray

Systems and P-E

International were

c£80m in FY1994,

ICL UK CSI Revenues

IBM UK CSI Revenues

EDS UK

Andersen Consulting UK

Sema Group

Microsoft UK

Hoskyns

ACT GroLp

Syntegra

ATEIT Iael - Business Unit

Oracle UK
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  countries where it is not in #1 position.

Serge Kampf, Chairman of 065 (Hoskyns' French parent),

was recently quoted (Source - Evening Standard 20th April 1995)

saying "IBM had always been hardware suppliers, not

competitors. US competitors like EDS had wanted to get

into Europe but had never succeeded. Suddenly it was all

happening at once. We were fighting people we were not

used to competing with, even people we did not know."

Once upon a time, in the mid 19805, Hoskyns was the
largest supplier of computing services to the UK market

but their position
has been
continually eroded
since. In 1991 ICL

' took the lead - but
only just - over the

UK SCSI revenues

for the by then
combined EDS/SD-

Scicon operations.
By 1994, Hoskyns

had slipped to #7
and had been

overtaken on its

home ground by

the likes of IBM,

EDS, Sema and

A n d e r s e n

 

they fall outside the consulting.
rankings. DigitaIUK CSlRevenues Hoskyns had a

The table shows McDonnellInIOISr/stems lower than the

that: Easarns I market average
.the Top 15 a increase growth in 1994, as

companies had combined UK revenues of ☁53.2 billion in

1994 ♥ up amassive 21% on 1993.

- the Top 15 companies represent around 42% of our

estimate of £7.75b for the total UK SCSI market. This

compares with 39% in 1993.

- with revenues of nearly £2.6b, the Top Ten represent

around a third of the total UK market. The Top Ten have

consistently represented around a third of the UK market

in each of the last five years.

-the 21% growth of the Top 15 companies was substantially
higher than the 14% growth rate experienced by the UK

SCSI industry. However several of the companies featured
grew mainly by acquisition (e.g. ACT/BIS etc.).

Nevertheless it does show that the big, yet again, really
are getting bigger.

ICL☁s lead at the top of the rankings has narrowed from

£163m in 1993 tojust £90m in 1994. Indeed there is every

sign that lCL's lead will be eroded still further in 1995 (or
might even lose it completely). EDS' £310m revenues

included only a couple of months revenues from the Inland
Revenue. We estimate that EDS will have revenues of

£500m in 1995.
Readers will note the 45% growth in UK SCSI revenues

recorded by IBM (see full report last month). Although some

of this must be put down to reclassification, there is no doubt

that IBM is last attaining the importance in the UK SCSI

market that it has long enjoyed in the US and in certain

countries in Europe. IBM is the lead supplier of SCSI

services in Europe and the UK is one of the few major
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did Sema, Andersen Consulting and Syntegra. Although
slipping down the ranking each year, Hoskyns had retained

its #1 position as the largest UK outsourcing (FMS-AM)
supplier everyyear....until 1994 when its position was taken

by EDS. 0n current information, they will slip still further in
1995.
The one company you may be surprised to see missing
from the ranks is Computer Sciences. CSC had revenues
of less than £80m in the UK in their FY to 31st March 1994.
But CSC has already told us that they had UK SCSI

revenues of £210m in the yearto 31 st March 1995 and will
enterthe higher echelons of these rankings next year. With
outsourcing revenues of £160m, CSC will be in contention

to lead those ranking also. (See Lucas - page 3).

The fastest growth - and indeed the only new entrant to
these lists in 1994 - was at Easams which has benefited
from significant revenues fromdefence related systems
development contracts. It will be interesting to see if this
position can be maintained.
A combined Misys/ACT will clearly figure in these ranks

next year a but not as high as you might imagine. Various

disposals mean that UK revenues are likely to be around
the £200m mark

Oracle's UK growth is only average. There is current talk
of disposals which could well impact 1995 revenues
significantly.
However, indicators show that the largest suppliers to the

UK market will again have above average growth in 1995

and will extend their dominance of the UK SCSI market.
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EDS aborts Lucas deal
At 11 .00pm on 16th May (i.e. before the US stock markets
opened) EDS announced that it was withdrawing from its
negotiations for an outsourcing deal with Lucas (worth
£500m over 10 years) and its offer to acquire Lucas
Engineering and Systems (LE&S) and Lucas
Management Systems (LMS) for around £100m
(revenues c£50m p.a.). At the same time it was
announced that Lucas had signed a letter of intent with
Computer Sciences (080) for the same deal.

Not for the first time, we found ourselves with every party
being a research customer of ours - Lucas, EDS. CSC,
Broadview (who werebrokering the deal) and all the other
☜unsuccessfulbidders☝. So they told us the ☜lacts"on the
strict understanding that it was ☜off the record". Steering
safely through this minefield is impossible.
- EDS says it based its proposal ☜on a business prospectus
issuedby Lucas☂ advisors☝but found it impossible to ☜forge
a relationship☝ under the terms envisaged.

- Broadview. of course, defend their prospectus and Lucas
went out oftheirway to support Broadview. The term ☜sour
grapes☝ was uttered in several of the conversations.
Others questioned Broadview's expertise in brokering
outsourcing deals.

- System House has already reported that the Lucas
businesses were not doing too well - "break-eVen atbest".
- that was beforethe EDS negotiations were announced.
Since then LMS, in particular. appears to have suffered
as a result of uncertainty over future ownership. EDS said
☜the LMS figures (in the prospectus) were out of date and
wildly flattering☝. Source - lndependenton Sunday 2151 May 95.

- but that didn't stop 080, who ☜know exactly the current
state of the businesses". from topping the EDS bid.
We will let David Bowen writing in The Independent on
Sunday sum up - ☜Whatever the truth, it looks like a
banana skin for Lucas and EDS; whether it is a triumph
or a slip for 080 only time will tell☝.
So, pleaSe dear readers, cancel your subscriptions to The
Independent not to System House!
In any event it means that CSC's meteoric growth in the
UK market will accelerate still further. We just hope their
wallet size matches their ambition.

Wstec issues second profits warning
In Nov. 94 Vistec issued a first profits warning blaming
"acquisition indigestion☝at ISO (Nov. 93) and Data Logic
Communications (Feb. 94). The shares crashed from
31p to 15p as brokers forecast PBT of £1.6m to 30th Apr.
95 compared with last year☁s £3.4m
This month Wstec has issued a second warning. Thistime
they blamed restructuring costs, a write-down in property
values and a loss on the sale of their insurance services
business.

  

Games score for BCE
Current reports now say that Nintendo paid around $40m
for its 25% stake in UK games software company Rare
last month. Also BCE, which paid a total of £14m for
Software Creations and Rage in Nov. 94, reported 21m
profits from the new games division for Q1 1995. So BCE
moved from a loss of £460K to an operating profit of £803K
in the six months to 31 st Mar. 95.
We know readers don☁t think these are "proper SCSI
companies", but we're sure theywould not object tothose

kind of valuationsl
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Further canny investments for MMT
☜Your company has delivered a solid performance". Last
time we headlined our review as ☜Come in MMT
Computing - your time has come☝. Mike Tilbrook
Chairman, MD and chief bottle washer at MMT. has
certainly made our predictions come true.
Results for the six months to 28th Feb. 95 show PBT up
14% at £1 .39m on revenues up 34% at £6.44m. That☂s a

margin of 22%. EPS was up 16%.
But thenews was not universally good. The ☜mainstream☝
London operation ☜performed particularly well...more than
making up lor disappointing results from the Reading and
AS/400 branch companies☝.

A significant part of MMT's revenues comes from
application management. This is an ☜in vogue" sector but
MMT seem reticent in exploiting its full potential. They
might attract a higher rating if they did.
But Tllbrook seems content to play the market in other
SCSI stocks. He has a canny knack in spotting when to
buy...and even more vitally when to sell. His battle honours
include Quotient (before they were bought by ACT), P-E
International (before they were bought by Gray) and Total
(on their periodic rise and selling before the equally
periodic fall). His current favourite is Sherwood ☜we hold
around5% ofthe equity andare currently showing a paper
profit in excess of£100,000". We have suggested in each
previous MMT review that you might wish to follow lbrook
in his investments...
The problem with MMT is that it is the epitome of the
excellent SMALL UK SCSI company. £5m in the bank,
superb profit margins, a good living forthe owner/directors
but seemingly no ambition to take over the world. We can
just hear the combined cry ☜If only..."

(Net/VS from the AGM
As we all know, Chairman are a universally optimistic
breed - particularly once a year when facing shareholders
at theAGM! This month:
Mike Roberts, at Radius, reported 01 ☜comfortably ahead
of last year☝ and believes that 1995 will be ☜extremely

successful☜. Roberts has used the ☜confidence☝word every
year regardlessoi the results. ,
Prof. Sir☁Roland Smith, king bf the-NEDs. reported that
PEP "canti'riIJesto make good progress" and ,"customer
order levels are high☝. We were particularly pleased to
hear that the move to serviCes was progressing so well
and that the 1994 acquisitions (Computers for Business
(Scotland) and 0A Training) ☜both performed beyond
expectations☜.
James Bailey, at Microvitec said "all the group☁s divisions
have stronger order books than in previous years☝ and
torecasted ☜a successful outcome in 1995☜.
_ Dairid O'Brien. at Sherwood, reported that ☜1995 has got
off to a good start☝ with cost savings from the recent
SherwoodllCL CFM venture ☜starting to come through☝.
The Stook Market shares the optimism as Sherwood
shares are up 78% this year so far!
Even MDlS said it ☜expects to meet group profit

expectations. . .but almost all theseprofits will come in the
second half". But job losses will cause higher initial costs
§ and more orders were needed for the PRO♥IV
~ banking system. Analysts currently expect
§\ PBTof around £12.5mfor 1995 after

☁0 last ear'smaidendisa intments.
gas- - y PP° J
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-: ,. . . Chisel?☜ '3-.£950K)zl
1,993.,audito'rs ☁Ernst;'&_;☁(oung expr
soldeampahieswouidbe☁renm ys I I n

» received approacb'e hich may'o'r'rnayn lead to ☁sale☝

the director had decided'to providejag , the Whot msm'bcox value or☂the &
°' Maddox: had additiortai £1.85m' débf☁si'vfot☁z☁ptofGSSi if 8 'etc☁. telatittg
"-these tésults' are☁f☁bnrelated to the tradingva☁t Wakebourne☝ Which-fperto☁rmed we
☜the company was'unable'to satisfy itsliabiliti'es,.'Which by'then'amounted.to' approx

. - Maddox proposed a' rights issue at .1p per Share raising £3}me undenlvritte V
from 3p to-1 p on the announcement but'over'90% of Shareholders vo'tejd t Vtakeiup _

☂ other business interests" and ' matian 'chang

   

EHugo Biermann left the board ☜to pursue
Auditors Ernst 8t Young Were replaced by☁Touche☁ Ross, .. I I v _ _
- Wakebourne direCtors/shareholders had the☁rightto☁ repurchase Wakebomne ☜u'
of insolvency☝ for approx t .5m.☂ They agreed to waive: these'tights, ☁
owning «230% of Maddox, whiohwas then reverted to the name wakebourne'plc'
ReSults for the year to 31st Dec, 93 showedfalo'ss of £18i6m' (PBT £453 ' '
investment above. on revenues 'of. £23.2rn." " .' . -. 3' ☁.

in early 1994 the newWakeboume' bought [Source Two Ltd.☝☁ffora no V v
a SUN VAR and supplier of AutoCAD systems with rel/antics of C£3m in 1993; , I V V
Wakeboume had been a successful TPMV with net profits of £2j6m'on revenues 'o'fEt ;2m'i'nv
1992. In 1993, Wakebourne☂s UK computer support activities "☁reco'rdedrop'erating pro ts
discontinued adivities and central costs☝. . v s .1 I .
On 24thApril: 1995, Wakebourne warned that 1994 pre tax profits Were☜ Iikelyjto be below market expectations after'
stock control difficulties. Wakebourne had found "a difference between records and actual stock" 3'☜Hapid expansion
had pressured its systems, which are now being overhauled☝. inioth☁er words☁they couldn☂t acco 'tor☂thousands of,
pounds worth of kit. Wakebourne's FD Mike☁ Cartwright departed ☂Zamicably'f'on 22nd May 95;, I M
This month Wakeboume announced PBT of £1.87m onrevenues up from £23.2m to £35.3m. :EPSjwas positive «at
5.7;: - against losses of 144p per share last time. But readers should note-that' asK of the p Its re due to'lhe:

 

of £2.6m exalt/ding

  

 

   
         

release of previous provisions. The good news is that Wakebourne is now☁ ☜a broaderb'a ☁ V V group.
with less dependenca on maintenance activities☝. Wakebourne☁has moved into cablin' ' d latterly a disitlori☁
ofapplication software businesses'and ☜managed resource contracts, coverings rangeof servic mmcompanies

 

outsourcing their IT requirements☝. Wakebotime says it is "in good stead faiths medium tenn☝. Afterplunging 40% in
K☁April, Wakeboume shares staged a modest recovery, ending May 95 'up 32%. at 51 p.

RM plc
It's a funny old world. The only acquisition where we reckoned that Misys had got the price right
in a long while was their bidding 210p a share (mainly in Misys shares) for RM plc back in Dec. 94.
RM gave them the thumbs down and floated at 175p. At the time of the bid Misys was trading at

~ 512p - today it is down 30% at 356p. RM, on the other hand is 30% up on its new issue price. It
does not take a genius to spot who might be the...genius.
We have got incredibly irritable writing reports of new issue failures, so writing about RM☂s maiden
results give us immense pleasure. If that is also coupled with a drubbing for Misys - which quite
frankly has treated us with immense arrogance in the last six months - then so be it.
RM reported PBT up from £155K to £1.04m and revenues up 17% at £33.6m in the six months to

31 st Mar. 95. EPS was up six-fold. Sure there were some "unusual" factors. The
float had meant that net interest payable of £41K had been transformed in net interest receivable of
£247k. But RM, which "in the preceding two financial years had seen more than 95% of PBTachieved
in the second hall...this year has benefited from an unusually large order book at 30th Sept.
94".

But the future seems even more exciting. RM☂s Internet for Learning service ☜is already the
leading supplier of Internet services to UK schools, with over 250 schools connected☝. John V
Leightield becomes the latest in a long line of chairman to use the ☜confidence☝ word in his
statement...we suspect he might be right though!
Footnote: Followers of the ☜Where are the Oracle high flyers now" cult might be interested to
learn that Mike Harrison (was MD Oracle UK - now VP at lnformix) has recently been
appointed as a non-exec. director of RM.
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TA Consultancy Services'se'e☁s better 1995
TA Consultancy Services (TAGS) - based in our ☜hometown☝ Famham ♥ was formally Rex Thompson & Partners
before the M80 from British & Commonwealth in 1991. They are the SCSI part of the TA Group and conCen'trate on
hightech, mission critical projects like fly-by-wire systems. " ' T Consultant: services lened '
But revenue reduced from £11.5m to £7.6m in 1994 and Five Year Revenue and pBT Record
PBT fell from £1.1m to £191 K. This was due to the "I.qu mum
completion in 1993 of the Sizewell B Software Protection
System which had been worth some £6.2m. This has "☁J☁☜
inevitably caused some ☁rationaI/☁sation and restructuring☝,
But MD Andy Mathew told us that TAGS is now back on
line and are "Well ahead of our planned operating profit of
£640,000 for 1995". The balance sheet remains strong with mm mm
cash of around £140K at the year end. ☜-""

TACS customers and projects really are impressive with
military avionics projects like the Lockheed CtSOJ, Attack
Helicopter, EFA etc. In the last year TAGS has done a lot of
work for oil and gas companies and is developing
partnership arrangements with large engineering "☁-☜"
donlractors to the chemicals industry

n...☜
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Intelligent Office looks for white knight
The Intelligent Office Co (IOC), where Jim Feeney is a
director, has admitted that it has serious financial

difficulties and is looking for a white knight. IOC, which
specialises in EIS systems had revenues of 22m and PET
of £212K in 1993.

 

  

f☁deinputacen' 'er☂l' teases Frenchs'take; ☁

V Wit out-this

stake: in 1 Bench:
idiary. lost 23 1m .

   

"I wanna tellyoua story.☝ln 1993 ClNVen, together with
Syntech (the canny Barnes Thompson outfit), invested
£1 m in Solihull (UK!)-based LAN connectivity software
products developer Firefox. In 1994 Firefox ☜made a PET
of $1.06m on sales of $13.4m".
On 16th May 1995, Firefox ☜obtained an [PC on NASDAQ
valuing the company at more than £100m☝. Rougth an
historic P/E of 175!
It is still rare for a UK company to get a NASDAQ quote
but, as Madge had proved, it is both possible and very
lucrative when it happens.

'Synapse acquires Beacon...again
ECsoft Synapse has this month acquired Beacon
Management Services, which had revenues of £1 .5m in
the 15 months to 30th Sept. 94.
Synapse was founded 15 years ago and was acquired by
ECsoft in 1991. In July 1994 ECsoft was the subject of an
M80 with the UK representing revenues of £6.2m or about
a third of the group. Beacon adds ☜some 20% to current

full year revenues☝.
Under Group MD Geoff Tubbs, who joined two years ago
from Hoskyns, ECsoft Synapse has achieved a ☜profit
turnaround". Around 50% of revenues now come from
"open and enterprise class client server systems".
Déja vue? Readers with long memories will remember
when Synapse was a quoted company (before its
acquisition by ECsoft). Back in 1989 they acquired
Beacon, for the first time, for £300K. Then Jeff Trendell
did his MBI in 1990, losses tripled and ECsoft bought the
whole lot for £5,8m in July 91.ECsoft. at the time, said it

was looking to buy ☜further elite computing services
companies in principal European countries".

  
RIP Enterprise; _ , . .
We Will not borejyou with a reprise of the Enterprise
Computer story, other than to say that the patient .
eventually died on 9th May when the receivers were

☁ ☂ erprise☂s shares in Bleasdale willbe s'old
. . _ I . hf 'a'cqttisitio☁n, 0888; is trying to

organise an B ..
To us they cans-hare the same gravestone as Ferrari,
IEIT. Headland andall the other ☜let☂s builda computing
sen/ices companyand get rich quick merchants☝.
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Admiral expands into Europe
Hot on the heels of selling its stake in Powersoft UK,

resulting in total to ☜an exceptional profit of £42m☝ last
month, Admiral has bought Belgian systems house
Delphy Consultants NV for £5.4m. This will be satisfied
by a placing at 630p raising £5.4m. Delphy reported a
PET of CEBOOK on revenues of £7.5m in the year to 31st
Dec. 94. Delphy, like Admiral. provide a ☜broad range"of
IT services to a "broad range" of blue chip customers in
Belgium.
At the same time, Clay Brendish and Carl James have
sold a total of 810,000 shares at 630p. They still hold a
total of 34.1% of Admiral equity.
Given that the Delphy acquisition is <8% of Admiral☂s
current £76m capitalisation, and that it is a mirror image
of Admiral☁s UK activities. it looks exactly right.

Admiral also announced that it is considering an
acquisition in France ☜which is similar to Delphy☝ . They
would expect to nance this out of existing cash resources.

We had become worried that Admiral might break its
unbroken record of EPS growth this year, but Brendish -
at the AGM in May - said ☜the order book stands at
£19mmwe are confident that 1995 will be another
successful year for Admiral☝. Indeed the Powersoft deal
makes an EPS reversal highly unlikely, although the
targets for 1996 now seem even steeper.

Comment We met Brendish and James again this month.
With Delphy, Admiral now has over 1 ,000 staff but seems

to have kept more or less the same culture. There seems
little doubt that Admiral will ☜stick to the knitting"that has
been its recipe for exceptional success in the past.

Acquisitions will stick to our ☜<20%" capitalisation rule.

Geographic expansion into Europe will be by way of

☜Admiral mirror image☝companies. Mega acquisitions or
mega outsourcing contracts are off limits. The problem
with our meetings with Brendish is that we both end up

agreeing with each other's statements! It really is difficult
to fault either the strategy or the results.

Of course, we asked about the long term. Were they open
to offers? ☜Anyone who offered us enough for us to decide
to sell would be a lunaticl☝. When we retold that story to a
City contact. the response was ☜there are an awful lot of
lunatics around☝.

  

KFor details of Trendell☁s new "arrival" see page 10. J

ClNVen buys IPL stake
The 27% stake in IPL (System House March 95) has been
purchased by ClNVen for "an undisclosed amount☝. IPL
made PBT of £2.95m on revenues of £10.4m in the year

to 30th Sept. 94. lflPL had been valued on the same
historic P/E as Vega, they would be worth around £36m.
In the event, we understand the investment valued IPL at

in excess of £20m.

  
The others....Us mail order company Micro
Warehouse has bought UK PC retailer Technomatic.
Anglia & Oxford Regional Health Authority has sold
its consultancy practice - The Oxford Consortium - to
CSC. ServiceTec's warranty repair business,
ServiceCare, has been bought in an M80 by MD Jeremy
Day for 21m. IT recruitment firm, JM Management
Services has merged with change management

consultancy Catalyst Development. at has invested
£9.2m in an M30 at computer and telecomms company,
Specialix. The equity was acquired from founder Les
Pilkington and other investors including Baronsmead.
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£27,191. PBT'Cup 29%☁at £2§8mand§EPSupg15
_~Acduisitions'acootinted for_£5.9m of the revenues but even
so continuing operations grew by 73%{VACquisitionsin

I the last year have included Brook Street Contput☂ers (from
.flMl) lOL-☁CommerCialvsystems. 'Nord Gmup' (from the
receivers) and an'increase to 80%,in their holding in
Sanderson Pacific. Chairman Paul Thompson told us that
all Subsidiariesw'e're profitablegHe was particularly excited,
about the-prospects in the hotel and health sectors. A-
signi cant investment, in product developmént☁taii
expensed, wears pleased to say) has been made
llasttwoy'e'ars. -' _ ' V ' ' I. .. .
Recurring revenues accounted for around a third (29m)
of reVenues and salesvot upgrades and the like into the
exiSting'client basa probably another third ~☁ gettingtar
more towards the kind ofprofile that we like.
Thompson told Us he had received ☁125-30" responses to
his appeal for possible companies toacquire. He added
that he "wasn☂t itching to make acquisitions☝which rather
gave us the impression the responses Were not of the

highest quality.
All-invail a very creditable performance, Sojhow would
wehave done as ashare tipster7At'101 p - that☁s a 28%

' gain in five months. We have done a lot worse! '
important note: Please remember that we cannot and.
do not tip shares. We assume our readers are adult
enough to take all the required precautions.

Oracle to quit application software?
We have been quite outspoken in the past with our praise
for Oracle UK's increasing service-type revenues.
Services accounted for 48% and application software a
further 10% of their £166m UK revenues in 1994. The UK
had a higher proportion of such revenues than any other
Oracle country unit. We believe that this was the strategy
of the Squire/Harrison/Evans team. And, bluntly, we
thought it was right.
But now it appears that Oracle wants to rid itself of its
vertical market activities. Flay Lane (who took over the
international role from Squire) told their User Conference
last month that he thought such vertical applications were
the domain of its thirdoparty resellers. This has been put
into practice in the UK where the 100+ strong local
government software business was put upfor sale. It now

looks as if an M30 will be announced shortly with Oracle
☜oiling the wheels", It is rumoured that Oracle UK's health
business would go too.
This all seems mighty strange as only last month Lane
had reported "a record quarter for our applications
business". Source - FT 22nd Mar. 95 . This month Oracle in
the US has bought Apogee Open Systems - which
provides application products to the oil and gas industry.
In addition. the latest ☜Buy Oracle☝ research review from
US brokers Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette says ☜we View

(Oracle☂s application business) as a solid revenue-growth
opportunity...which should drive growth of client/server
applications in eXCess of 50% for the next three years☝.
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Lynx profits "Bounce"
Sorry for the awful pun, but ever since Lynx Holdings
sold its Bounce About bouncy castle operations in Oct.
94 and concentrated on its SCSI activities, it seems to

have done no wrong.
' Results forthe year to Both Sept. 94 had shown revenues
. doubled to £21.5m. PET was up from £619K to 22m. But
EPS was up just 5%. The interims to 31st Mar. 95 were
much the same - revenues up 74% at £12.6m, PBT up
61% at £741K but EPS up amore modest 10.5%.
Lynx' SCSI activities consist of:
- Communications (APD-Mertech and S.Com Mobile Data
Systems acquired in Apr. 94). Software and products for
the radio communications industry. However, business was
☜adversely affected by delays in receipt of orders☝.
0 Computer systems and software tor☁motor dealers (Signal
Ltd. - acquired in July 1993 for £1 m) ☜continued toperform
well☝.
- Chess Valley Computers (mortgage software) acquired
in Nov. 93 for £2.4m and Financial Systems Ltd. (oft-shore
financial services software) acquired in Nov. 93 for£2.9m.
Lynx has recently been awarded a 22m contract from the
Royal Bank of Scotland.
- Hardware maintenance and support (Lynxserv Ltd. and

Computer Service Technology (CST) acquired for £2m in

Mar. 94 ).
- Heywood & Partners (pension administration systems)
acquired in Mar. 95 (Le. not affecting the period results)
for £45m.
Lynx ☁Views the second half with optimism".

☂On Demand Information'tlaunts its .tfftalemsjf'ii

 

On Demand'describes' itself as an 'f☁ela'c onic publishing,
company/i lt'deiielbps video compression softwareand,
offers various moltimediaj information☁s'y'stems. it was a
new issue at 7.8pin Nov. 93, Since thenit has risen ☁6
114p and since fallen back to end May,95:on'67p, V
On Demande press statement is a gem. ☜Compared to

 

£34m (down from thez£58rn peakechievedjin.1'994)'Youv
can understand why we described On Demandas ☜the
ultimate froth stock". ' '
But let☂s be honest, On Demand is oneot companies
which could really bene t from the information revolution.
The board ☜approach the future with☂enthusiasm☁ ahd☁
determination☝; ' '
Footnote: Readers will remember that. tucked away in
the full year results was, ☜a provision of £457K against
the decline in value of British Government Stock we re}
seekingcompensationtrdrrithe☂adVisercohcer > is.☜
time the statement says the dispute fhasbeeh solved,
satisfactorily we have acceptedI☂aiself/elliéltl☂t☂lr £300K
over the next 24 months☝. ,. . - ,
Talented? On Demand's press release states "we now
employ a total of 222...!aie'nte☁d individuals".,.☝The
information Production division and its talented
pe☁ople☝.."We have added a small numbei'jof software
engineers to the talented team"in the technology Division.

   kNo mention of talented press release authors, thought J
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08! Index best month for years
Whether it had something to do with our prediction last
month that there had never been a bettertime to invest in
SCSI stocks, our index rose by 8.4% last month against . -

a more modest 3% rise in the FTSE100. Around 80% ot gills?☜ abom capnallsed R&D'
. ay 95 CSI index

SCSI stocks recorded rises. [#55 mo

Unipalm put on 57% as a result of new orders for Pipex
from the likes of Mercury. Brokers have uprated PBT
forecasts for FY 1996 to £1 .5m. "That implies the forward
P/E multiple falling from 117to 31". Source - Investors Chronicle Mom (3014/95 . 2515,95)

new trend here!

Computerised Financial fell 17% as a result of
disappointing results reported in April and (our) continued

501 May 1995. LBMS put on 36% as hopes of a NASDAQ- From 15m Apr 09 +57.93%

type valuation lures punters. Wakebourne (see p4) was 112:3? +32ng
' + . a 1' . 0

up by32% as actuals .were not qutte as bad as the me 15mm☝ +5.45% gum
warnings. Indeed, medium term prospects look rosy. 90111151131193 . +115.32% ☜3.91%
Vistec achieved the impossible of a 26% price increase From tst Jan 94 . 314%
as a result of its profits warning. Clearly an interesting Fm" ☁S☁Jangf☂

  

  

           

snare price Share plieo ' iisetion Clpttalisntinn
Share Price capitalisation Historic Ratio 061 index % move % move move(2m) rnaive (2111)
2615/95 (211) 201570512111) NE 05510☜. 26/5/95 since 30/4/95 in 1995 since 3014/05 in 1995

Admiral 25.60 276.90m 20.1 1.53 4702.61 4.10% 3.94% 23.60m 23.50m
Azlan 21.79 230.00111 14.5 0.63 770.26 4.07% 33.50% 21.50m 20.701n
Cap'na 21.05 2101.40m 19.0 1.37 5555.55 19.35% 12.00% 216.50m 211.901n
Cedardate 21.00 233.com 17.1 5.30 1020.57 0.00% 6.93% 22.40m 22.10m
Centregold 20.59 225.40m 0.1 0.20 472.00 10.00% -49.14% 23.90m -221.30m
Clinical Computing 20.36 25.03m 5.7 3.97 290.32 24.14% -46.27% 21 .13m -25.07m
Code 21.02 226.70111 10.6 1.14 434.04 9.60% 32.47% 22.30m 26.501n
Camper 21.14 217.40m 11.0 0.32 912.00 0.00% 4.59% 20.00m 20.00111
Computerised Financial 20.70 23.57m 19.1 1.14 044.44 47.30% -26.21% -20.75m -21.27m
Computer People 22.71 266.40m 33.0 0.68 1115.23 15.01% 11.90% 29.10m 27.10111
Grey Eledron'ltx 20.60 2156.501n 7.7 0.50 305.96 950% 69.13% -216.60m -£22$.90m
CRT 20.97 265.30m 23.0 1.30 1077.70 7.10% 22.70% 24.40111 212.10m
DCS Groin 20.76 27.22m 21.3 1.13 1256.67 -6.17% 4.11% -£O.4Bm 20.31m
DRS Date 0 Research 2024 20.62m 5.3 0.90 210.10 0.00% 25.00% 20.00m .2270111
Division Group 20.00 230.601» Loss 7.32 2200.00 -2.22% 24.70% -20.00m .20.00m
Electronic Data Processing 21.30 236.20n1 13.5 2.50 4225.35 4 43% 350% -20.501n -21.30m
Gresham Computing 20.33 210.00n1 25.3 1.55 354.04 22.22% 40.01% 21 .97m -21 .30111
INSTEM 21.31 25.00n1 7.0 0.35 1310.00 -9.03% 42.67% 20.59111 -20.91m
JBA Holdings 21.60 255.40n1 13.0 0.61 1050.00 7.01% 10.53% 23.60111 25.20m
Kalamazoo 20.90 219.00111 11.1 0.31 2000.00 0.00% 40.09% 20.301n -222.50111
Kewill 23.05 237.50111 11.2 1.10 1205.53 0.93% 27.62% 23.10111 20.50111
Learmonih E Burchett £2.03 £44.30") Loss 1 .65 1691 .67 36.24% 153.75% £11.80"! £26.90"!

Logica 23.03 223700111 20.6 1.04 1049.32 0.50% 17.05% 219.60m 237.00111
Lynx Holdings 20.40 224.00m 11.3 1.15 1225.00 10.51% 4.26% 24.00m 25.00m
MAID 20.00 272.40n1 77.6 0.14 009.00 14.10% 20.99% 29.00m 216.30m
MMT 21.90 221.50m 13.4 1.00 1130.95 2.70% .7.32% 20.60m -21.60m
MR Dela Management 20.90 250.20111 11.1 1.24 357.14 0.00% 40.10% 20.00m -21 1.20111
McDonnell IS (MDIS) 20.90 200.00m 10.7 0.62 346.15 3.45% 40.09% 23.00m -211.00m
Moore 4 24.50 297.70111 12.7 4.01 1014.52 17.49% 2.74% 214.60m 22.70m
Micro Focus 27.35 2105.00111 23.0 1.10 3550.72 1.30% 40.37% 21 .40m -212.30m
Mic'ogen 21.20 250.com 13.0 0.06 547.01 12.20% 25.49% 25.50m 210.20m
Microvitec 20.40 220.10n1 13.5 0.66 963.41 10.70% 0.22% 24.00111 25.00111
Misys 23.56 230510111 11.1 3.27 005.57 .2.47% 42.96% .27.70m 2110.40m
On Demand 20.67 234.201n Less 236 050.97 47.20% 0.00% 2740111 20.00m
0111010 Molecular 20.56 224301111 Loss 0.77 700.00 3.70% -6.67°/e 20.90111 22.20111
POP 21.01 200.10111 12.4 0.30 452.91 9.70% 35.49% 27.40m 22220111
Parity 21.42 259.501n 19.0 0.67 7000.06 15.45% 12.70% 20.00111 213.30m
Pegasus 21.05 211.70n1 13.0 2.43 504.09 20.92% 23.33% 22.06m 22.31m
Persona £1.36 222.507☜ 16.3 0.71 1☁5250 9.41% 16.25% £1.90!☜ £3.20m

Phanelink 22.55 290.60n1 Less 72.93 1545.16 4.00% 19.72% 23.50m 214.9om
Proteus 20.90 232.com Loss 1110 1165.67 .1 5.52% 44.00% .2590111 -222.40m
Quality Soltware 24.43 230.50m 16.1 2.33 1165.79 11.31% 15.67% 23.901n 25.20m
RM 22.27 230.20111 12.4 0.50 1297.14 10.73% 10.19% 23.70111 23.50m
Radius 20.37 210.30111 12.0 0.41 260.12 -2.63% 263% -20.301n .20.30m
Real 111115 Control 21.65 211.60m 12.5 1.35 3367.35 5.10% 3.51% 20.60111 20.40111
Hello 01 Nolan 21.65 220.10111 26.3 1.50 1964.20 3.12% 40.01% 20.601n 22.30111
Sage Group 29.50 2204.50n1 15.9 4.02 7304.62 15.94% 42.43% 220.10m 253.60m
Sanderson Eleuronics 21.01 240.00111 12.0 1.10 1710.15 21.69% 27.05% 27.10111 29.60111
Same Group 23.02 2356.00m 10.2 0.60 1201.26 ~1 29% 6.37% -24.70111 222.6010
Sherwood 21.30 29.00m Less 0.39 1150.00 15.00% 72.50% 21.20m 24.02m
Spergo Consulting 20.03 210.40m 1 3.2 1.73 073.60 2.47% .0.79% 20.30m 21.00111
Standard Pletlorms 20.10 25.40m Loss 4.1 0 77.77 25.00% 25.00% 21 .10m 22.96m
Superseape 21.04 29.75m Loss 11.34 020.29 1 5.45% 000% 21 .30m -21.05m
Total 20.25 22.50m 26.0 1.20 471.70 40.71% 20.57% -20.30m -21.00m
Trace 20.40 25.60m 10.5 0.30 320.00 2.56% 2.44% 20.14m A£0.15m
Unipalm 22.40 249.20m 260.7 4.50 2400.00 55.06% 103.39% 217.00m 225.30m
Vega Group 22.90 242.0011. 30.1 4.33 2442.62 6.43% 13.31% 22.50m 24.00m
1011115101, 2220 250.50m Less 6.63 1347.00 0.02% 3.62% 23.90m 22.70m
Vistec 20.15 210.20m 0.0 0.40 641.30 25.53% 13.46% 23.70m 22.20111
Wakeboume 20.51 211.20m 9.0 0.32 203.33 32.47% 35.44% 22.73111 .25.30m  Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index at 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largestoompany has the same effect as a similar change forlhe smallest company.
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Arrival prospers without VC help
Arrival Holdings was founded by Chairman Jeff Trendell
and MD Paul Day in November 1 991. Previously Trendell
had been responsible for Insight/Data 3 and Synapse
before his arrival and Day had come from Pansophic.
Since then Arrival has grown considerably through the
strategic acquisition of a number of software and services
companies.
In 1993/94, Arrival acquired:

- Syan Limited

- Systemsdata Limited

- Focus/400 product division

- Telford Computing Limited
- Cypher Information Systems Limited
In February 1995, Arrival acquired System Dynamics,
a long established Irish software services company.
The group now operates out of five locations within the
UK and one in Ireland. Arrival currently employs 117 staff
and has four independent divisions:-

Arrival Systems
A Computer Associates Certified Service Provider and
supplier of applications and software services to mid-
range computer users in the manufacturing, distribution
and healthcare markets
Syan

An IBM Business Associate providing a complete range
of hardware, software and support services with specific
expertise in operations automation and outsourcing
facilities.

Systemsdata

An application solution provider with industryleading
products covering service management and customs
period entry. Systemsdata is an MDIS PFIO-IV Business
Partner.

System Dynamics
A long established Irish software house with skills ranging
from the PC through to the mainframe. System Dynamics
is also a Micro Focus Business Partner distributing their
products in Ireland.

All equity is owned by directors or employees and there
is no debt or institutional funding. According to Trendell,
group revenues grew by 66% to £4.49m and operating
profits by 74% to £291K in the year to 31st Dec. 1994.
Revenues of £7.7m and operating profits of £500K are
forecast for 1995.
Comment

Trendell wrote to us last year with the comment "I am
close to needing the Benn/es". But so far he seems to
have avoided the dreaded acquisition indigestionby
concentrating on businesses with strong, predictable cash
flows. Trendell says Arrival ☜will continue to seek new

business partnerships and opportunities bath in the UK
and overseas". l.e expect more acquisitions in 1995.
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Nov. Sage has movedqiiickly wit ' management.
team'reducing the cost base and☁impr☁ov'ing margin.
Analysts have now increasedtorec'asts from stem to.
£21mPBTforthefullyeararideve ☜D' ' f
{onward to achieving a highly satisfactory outcome for the
full year☝. ' >,
Director sell shares. Many Sage directors succumbed
to ☜a well deservedpro tjiake☝v50uma . Fr. May 95, with

sweetie mega acouisitio
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Wylie sellingv2polooo shares and Goldman'to'opoo☁at

  

   

      

  

  

Microsoft loses Intuit... so how aboutSage? ☂
The neWS that Microsoft had abandoned its plans to acquire lntuittor $2.3 billion☂me☁relyt V i ' _ I f g .
that Microsoft will eventually acquire Sage. The logic now is almost overpowering. Gates wants to
services but has been frustrated with his plans to acquire Intuit. Sage has a poleipo'sition: in
provision of PC-based accounting products. But purchasing Sage (current market valuejt'zoSm wo☁ '
ramifications. We have even heard rumours of private meetings between Gates and Goldman recently.
☜We will probably wall a weak or two before we do anything like (the intuit deal) again...but our focus Is building great
so Ware products and to me degree thatreqLdras mergers, we will use them as part of ourstrategf' Gates. Wehope
it won☂t happen as we do not want to see another of the best UK-owned software Companies fall to US'owjnership. Bin
shareholders are unlikely to allow Microsoft to buy Sage for its current, but still rather modest, prospective PIE oi 172
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(Even in client-server, services is the place to be

Respected US brokers Donaldson, Lutkin & Jenrette
have launched a new Information Technology Trends
monthly. Amongst many astute points made is that low-
end server technology will become a commodity item but
the high-end server market will provide the greatest
opportunities. "There are more than 30,000 traditional
mainframes running 500, GOO-odd applications...over the
next five years we expect this picture to change quite
dramatically with a growing number of mission critical

applications migrating down to the network".

DLJ confirms our oft-quoted view that ☜industry value-
added will increasingly shift towards services". ☜Faced with

implementing network technology/☜users are looking
outside forconsulting, systems integrath and outsourcing

skills☝. DLJ, who after all are all about advising their clients

on investment Opportunities. suggest that such SCSI

companies ☜should
benefit from

increased demand for global

services, in terms of incremental
revenue and higher pro ts☝.
But you have heard all that before
ktrom us many times before... June 1995
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"City . x be ambitionsto☁be one of the Topl☂l'en»
companies . its, chdséh-ITmarkéts in Eurob☁é by.
☂32000. no ertairilyzdoes not rule☁out well focused
acquisitions. Targets could include "lT training,
{client/server skills and anything that would drive
. Citymax market share deeper☜.

» Over the decade since Citymax was born, although
there have been both ups and downs, the City☂has

beenOnevof the best markets for lT - and software

and computing services in Particular. Citymax,
*fortuneshave 4and Will continue in'the near term -
j'tovrnirro'rthe' health of the City.8u't there is a growing
'fear that , London☁s p'ole position in Europe is

: . * »_threatened by Frankfurt and others. Expansion in
Europe could :Well be the key tofuture success for'Citymax.
And there'ai'e'not too rmny better parents than Credit
Suisse with which to mount such an attack.

01 losses at Micro Focus
A year ago Micro Focus shares were valued at £10.40.
They have since fallen by a further 30% to 735p. Micro
Focus recorded a net loss of $6.8m in 01, after a
restructuring charge of $3.4m. Revenues also reduced
from $30m to $28.7m.
Micro Focus announced that 10% of its workforce are to
lose their jobs and the rest will face a pay freeze. They
aim to save $8m in a full year.
We repeat our warning:

- Micro Focus was slow to realise the changes in its
marketplace. Whether it can now run fast enough to ever
regain its previous position is open to doubt.

- we are concerned at the increased gap between

capitalised R&D and amortisation.
- we have warned that the last time Micro Focus went
through such a ☁transition"(as it calls the current position)
it fell to a loss of £2.76m. Brokers SG Warburg last forecast
was for PET of £15.8m - down from the £21 .7m last year.

But we also strongly support the current move to ☁put

services on an equal footing to products☝. Micro Focus'

consulting revenues, helping clients to "re-host' their
applications. are growing fast. Provided they are given
the time needed. this could be the basis fortheir recovery.
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The System House 7" awards for 1994
☜Best organic profits growth☝ award to Spargo Consulting with their 151% PET growth. Made
even more special as this was their maiden results in the yearAl-☁l'ER their float.
Our ☜Best of the Privates☝ award, for the highest profits growth by a privately UK owned SCSI
company with PBT >£500K, goes to Kerridge with their 98% PBT growth to £1.06m, closely
followed by Triad Special Systems boosting PBT by 89% to £1 .02m. As Kerridge☁s performance
has seen both ups and downs, we think its time to award Alistair Fulton, MD at Triad, the
System House T☜☁☜boring☝ award that he has long sought. He joins a short list which includes
Admiral and Vega ....but unfortunately Coda too. Thus proving, yet again, how fallible we are.
The ☜highest operating profit per E of staff costs" award (a very good measure, we feel) goes to
Computer Disaster Recovery (156p - clearly no disasters last year!) followed by Cedardata (141p - in the year
AFTER their float) and Portfolio Administration (121p - in the year they were acquired by US Deluxe).
Most "consistently good performance☝award goes to Capita who have increased PBT by an average of 73% pa.
between 1995 (when our records began) and 1995. Just look what can be achieved when your company is run by
accountants!
Our ☜highest profit margin☝ award AGAlN goes to Macro 4. Their 46% margin in 1994 means they have topped this
particular list in nine out of the last ten years. The Centre for Software Engineering pipped them to the #1 slot last
year but have faltered in 1994. Whatever criticisms we may have voiced of Macro 4's current trading situation, that is
an incredible performance.

To Capita and Macro 4, we add Admiral as one of only threequoted SCSI companies neverto have announced an
EPS reversal in any of the years 1985 - 1994. But for how much longer?

Although Sherwood Computer heads our best performing share tables for the last year, the best performing share
since our records began in six years ago is Sage - up a massive 640%!
The ☜highest paid director in 1994"award goes to Hoskyns where last year the board shared in a £1.1m payout from
the ☜senior employees trust #2" setup when CGS bought Hoskyns. The HPD at Hoskyns in 1994 had remuneration o
£503K. However, if you add dividends received, the CEO at CentreGold received nearly £570,000 in 1994. Readers
may be interested to note that the HPD at DRS, whose share price has dived from 110p to 24p since they launched
onto the Stock Exchange in May 1994, earned £975,000 in the year to 31st Dec. 93.
And the richest? The Sunday Times "UK's Richest 500" list says Peter Rigby, owner of Specialist Computer
Holdings, is worth at least £175m. It is difficult to value private companies, but considering that SCH expects profits
☜between £15m and £20m on sales of £370m☝ in 1995, the valuation seems reasonable! For quoted companies.
Trevor and Heather Burke's shareholdings in Phonelink were worth over £50m at the last count. Messrs! Wylie and
Goldman both saw their shareholdings in Sage rise to be worth over £20m, whereas Messrs. Gilmore and Pool saw
the value of their shareholdings in Proteus dive by £20m in the last year - and still further since.

' . . ' , . . : [he

* =The beckings for Richard Holways annual presentation crime. 9 w.☁ P on
-\ financial State of the industry on behalf of the CSSA on 19th July Mp♥
'm- . ». 1995 are. ☜incredible, Last year over_150 CEOs attended and the » v _ v .» = . = _
A VCEQs that have already booked for this year are a veritablewhos-y'lgho of ourvmdustry 'ISVta'rtingat

5,30 pm, the evening at the London Penman Hotel includes dinner and drl, .. ' ' " I.
Als'o'as' usual aFREE place for everyone whoiorders a c'o'pyiot-ihe 19.95 ☜WW 3999.☜

am♥
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725880 which also publishes the annual 'Hotway Repo ' and the ☜Software and Computing services Industry in Europe Report'. Richard Holway Is the
Chairman of Perfon-nlnce Software Ltd. and has been a director of several cormuting services carrpanies.
6 1995 Holway Research A oat-tea. The Information contained III the puhllcatlon may not be reproduced without the written pennlsston of the publishers. Whllst every
care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the lntormattorl contained ln thls dowment, the publishers cannot be held responsble tor any errors or any consequences
thereof. Subscrbers are advised to take lndependem advice before laldng any action. System House ☜4 ls e trademark of Richard Hotway Umtted.
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